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(a) Examination mail (c) Electronic mail
(b) Environment mail iil 

"U 
of these'---

3. Full form of HTTp is
(a) Irypertext T""nsfuffi6ili--(b) Hypertext Transition p rotocol

. (c) Hypertext Transition portability ' 'fOiNo". 
of tno.

4. ___Jag is used to create hyperlink
(a) <hr> 

_ 
(b) <a> (.).aoc, (d) <td>

5. To show a document in one area of the fru*r.i attribute is usedwith <frame>.
(a) src (b) href (c) rows (d) cots6.If you want to have some verticar ,pu*. oo the top and bottom ofthe frame attribute is used in <frame>.

_ (a) top (b) vspace 
- - 

(c) height (d) marginheighr7._rrement is used for inpuJ n.n, til;;;;;;Jl'ou*..i. varue.(a) NUMBER (n) nArn (c) rrME iJinar,rcns8. _ Erement is used for input fielis that can ,.i u number within arange.
(a) ITIUMBER 

_ _ (b) DATE (c) TrME (d) RANGES
9. Comments in CSS are indicafed usins , '

(a) " (b) <!--
10. Class names in Style rules are indicated uriog t-' 

symbol.
(a) . (dot) (b) < > (c) # (Hasrr)" -Tm

Q.2 Fill in the blank and True/False.
1. TCP/IP stands for

(a) Network of computers (b) Nefwork of networks
(d) Network of Standalone pCs(c) Network of Server

2. E-mail stand for

2' web information is stored in documents which are cailed
3. To give a title to the Table, _ _ tag is used.
4. To show a video in webpage use the

l. l*I3:t*"1 lr ":u for input fierds rhar can read a dare. [True / Fatse]

l. IHT :?-10:' 
Dynamic Hypertexr markup tanguage. Ir;i.il.;

7. CSS stand for Cas cading style sheet. [True / F,alsel
8. To connect an externar styre sheet with HTML file <rink> must be used.

[True / False]
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Q.3 Answer the following question in short (Any l0) :

l. Give the general structure of an IITML.
2. Explain <p> tag with an example.

3. What is Internet?

4. How to import an image to html document?

5. Explain <frame> with atfributes and proper example.

6' Explain the Button contror with attributes and proper exampre.
7. Explain the <Meta>tag with example

8. Explain the <! DOCTYPE> with example"

9. Explain the header and footer element.

10. Explain the text-align CSS property taking an example.

11. Explain the font-size CSS property taking an example.

lz,Explain the text-align CSS property taking an example.

Q.4 Answer the following question in long (Any 4) :

1. Explain the history of internet in detail.

2. what is ordered and unordered list? Exprain with appropriate Exampre.
3. Explain TABLE tag of HTML with a[ the associated attributes.
4' Write a note on Radio/Checkbox control with all the associated attributes.
5. Write a short note on Uses of DHTML.

6. Explain semantics erements in htmrS with attributes and example.
7. Explain yarious way of including style sheet in html.
8. Write a note on List property in CSS with proper example.
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